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Learning Outcomes 

After joining the webinar, scholars will: 

1. understand the details about 

longitudinal data (LD) 

2. compare this type of analysis with 

other quantitative analysis before 

applying it in research
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Preview

• Structure of the Data (TS and CS)

• Longitudinal data (LD) or Panel data 

• Benefits of using LD 

• Examples: Applications in various fields

• Basic estimations

• Illustrative example using Stata software
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Structure of the Data 

1.Time Series (Denoted with the subscript t)

 Observations on one or 
several variables over 
time 

 Chronological order and 
can have different time 
frequencies (annual, 
quarterly, monthly, 
weekly, daily, hourly)

 Examples: 
unemployment, inflation, 
stock prices

 Vectors or columns (as 
in a spreadsheet)
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Structure of the Data
2.Cross sectional (Denoted with the subscript i)

• A sample of individuals, 

households,  firms, 

countries, regions, 

cities or any other type 

of units at a specific 

point in time. 

• The data across all 

units do not correspond 

to exactly the same 

time period

• Vectors or rows (as in a 

spreadsheet)
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Longitudinal data / Panel Data 
(Denoted by the use of both i and t subscripts in equation)

• A combination of time series and cross-

sectional data

• Observations on the same units (people, 

firms, cities, states, markets, countries, etc -

subject to our area of research) in several 

different time periods (annually, quarterly, 

monthly, etc)
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Longitudinal data / Panel Data (Denoted by the use of 

both i and t subscripts)

• Example: 

▫ Longitudinal data on spending patterns of 

individual behaviour over the life-cycle.

▫ Firm or company data 
 The sales and the number of employees for 50 

firms over a five-year period (2001 – 2005). 

▫ Comparative country-specific macroeconomic 

data over time.
• GDP and government debt data for a set of 10 

countries for 20-year period (1991 – 2010).
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What Is an Example of Panel Data?
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The Basic Longitudinal / Panel Data Structure

Y111 X211 .. Xk11

Y112 X212 .. Xk12

.. .. .. ..

Y11T X21T .. Xk1T

Y121 X221 .. Xk21

Y122 X222 .. Xk22

.. .. .. ..

Y12T X22T .. Xk2T

Y1N1 X2N1 .. XkN1

Y1N2 X2N2 .. XkN2

.. .. .. ..

Y1NT X2NT .. XkNT

Individual 1

Individual 2

Individual 3

Time 1

Time T

Time 1

Time T

Time 1

Time T 
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Example: LD / Panel Data Structure

Student Semester CGPA 
Hours study 

per week
Credit Hours 

per sem
Bakri Sem 1 2017/18 : : :
Bakri Sem 2 2017/18 : : :
Bakri Sem 1 2018/19 : : :
Bakri Sem 2 2018/19 : : :
Bakri Sem 1 2019/20 : : :
Bakri Sem 2 2019/20 : : :
Tan Sem 1 2017/18 : : :
Tan Sem 2 2017/18 : : :
Tan Sem 1 2018/19 : : :
Tan Sem 2 2018/19 : : :
Tan Sem 1 2019/20 : : :
Tan Sem 2 2019/20 : : :
Siva Sem 1 2017/18 : : :
Siva Sem 2 2017/18 : : :
Siva Sem 1 2018/19 : : :
Siva Sem 2 2018/19 : : :
Siva Sem 1 2019/20 : : :
Siva Sem 2 2019/20 : : :
Johari Sem 1 2017/18 : : :
Johari Sem 2 2017/18 : : :
Johari Sem 1 2018/19 : : :
Johari Sem 2 2018/19 : : :
Johari Sem 1 2019/20 : : :
Johari Sem 2 2019/20 : : :

N = 4 students

Bakri

Tan 

Siva

Johari

T = 6 semesters

(Time Period)

3 Variables: 

i.CGPA

ii.Hours study per 

week 

iii.Credit hours 

per semester 
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Graphically, the LD / panel data looks like this:
CGPA

Number of 

Hours study
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Bakri

Tan

Siva

Johari
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• Longitudinal study: people are measured 

repeatedly over time

• Cross-sectional study: a single outcome is 

measured for each individual

• In LD analysis, we can investigate:
▫ changes over time within individuals (ageing effects)

▫ differences among people in their baseline levels 

(cohort effects)

• LD analysis requires special statistical methods 

because the set of observations on one subject 

tends to be inter-correlated

Summary
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The Nature of LD / Panel Data…
• Two common features:

1. There are a LARGE number of individuals 

observed for a FEW time periods  N > T (Micro 

panel or short panel)

2. There are some MEDIUM length time series for 

RELATIVELY FEW individuals (countries, 

states, firms, sectors, etc) T > N (Macro panel or 

long panel)

• Balanced versus non-balanced panel data

▫ Balanced case: each i has same T observations

▫ Unbalanced case: each i has varying number of 

T observations
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Balanced LD / Panel Data (State level)
State Year GDP (million) FDI (million)

Kedah 2005 15,475 1,509

Kedah 2006 16,685 1,830

Kedah 2007 18,168 6,133

Kedah 2008 20,321 5,421

Kelantan 2005 7,538 4

Kelantan 2006 8,019 17

Kelantan 2007 8,712 30

Kelantan 2008 9,214 52

Selangor 2005 96,008 3,817

Selangor 2006 100,529 2,274

Selangor 2007 108,242 4,191

Selangor 2008 112,589 5,212

Same 

T obs

2005

:

2008
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Unbalanced LD / Panel Data
State Year GDP (million) FDI (million)

Kedah 2005 15,475 1,509

Kedah 2006 16,685 1,830

Kedah 2007 18,168 6,133

Kedah 2008 20,321 5,421

Kelantan 2005 7,538 4

Kelantan 2006 8,019 17

Kelantan 2007 8,712 30

Selangor 2005 96,008 3,817

Selangor 2006 100,529 2,274

Selangor 2007 108,242 4,191

Selangor 2008 112,589 5,212

Selangor 2009 115,236 6,350

Selangor 2010 120,250 7,200

Different  

T obs
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Benefits of using LD / Panel Data

1) Controlling for individual heterogeneity

• Many individual characteristics are not 

observed

▫ e.g. enthusiasm, willingness to take risks

▫ These vary across individuals – described 

as unobserved heterogeneity (micro units 

are all different from one another in 

fundamental unmeasured ways)
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Benefits of using LD / Panel Data

1) Controlling for individual heterogeneity…

▫ If these influence the variable of interest, and 

are correlated with observed explanatory 

variables (Xs), then the estimated effects of 

these variables will be biased

• Solutions with LD / Panel Data

(i) differences w.r.t. to i-averages (Within 

Transformation)

i.e. : 

(ii) dummies (specific to i and/or to t)

WITHOUT "killing" the data

ititit yyy 
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Benefits of using LD / Panel Data…

2) More information data sets

Larger sample size due to pooling individual and 

time dimension

▫ In the balanced case: N x T observations

▫ In the unbalanced case: 1 i  NTi observations

More variability

▫ less collinearity (as is often the case in time 

series)

▫ often: variation between units (cross 

sectional) is much larger than variation within

units (time series)
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Benefits of using LD / Panel Data…

3) Better to study the dynamics of adjustment

▫ Cross-sectional data can tell us nothing about dynamics

▫ Time series data need to be very lengthy to provide good 

estimates of dynamic behaviour (past information affect 

the current behaviour)

▫ LD / Panel data: SAME individuals in different periods –

avoid the need for lengthy time series by exploiting 

information on the dynamic reactions

▫ Only LD / panel data to model HOW individuals adjust 

over time. This is crucial for

 policy evaluation

 life-cycle models
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Benefits of using LD / Panel Data…
4) Identification of parameters that would not 

be identified with pure cross-sections or 

pure time-series:

Example 1: Whether online learning affect 

students’ performance

Example 2: Does union membership increase 

workers’ wage?

▫ LD / Panel data allows to model BOTH (online 

learning / union membership) and individual 

characteristics for the individuals who enter 

the (online teaching / union) during the sample 

period.
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Benefits of using LD / Panel Data…
4) Identification of parameters that would not be 

identified with pure cross-sections or pure time-

series:

Example 3: Economies of scale and technological 

change in production function 

▫ Cross-sectional data can be used to examine 

economic of scale (compare the costs of small and 

large firms), but because all the data come from one 

time period there is no way to estimate the effect of 

technological change (need over time information)

▫ Time series data on a single firm – cannot separate 

the two effects because we cannot tell if a change in 

that firm’s costs over time is due to technological 

change or due to a change in the size of the firm.

▫ LD / Panel data can identify both 

22



Advantages of LD / Panel Analysis

More 

Observations

More degree of 

freedom

Reduced 

multicolinearity

Pooling of 

cross sectional 

and time series 

data

Stems from 

more 

observations

Especially a 

problem in 

distributed lag 

model

Improved efficiency (unbiased estimator with 

smallest variance for all possible true 

parameter values)

23



Regression (revision)

• Cross section: i = 1, 2, ...N (Non-ordered)

(Individual, firms, countries, etc)

• Time series : t = 1, 2, ....T (Ordered) 

• Variables
yi(yt) : Dependent (Endogenous)

xki (xkt) : Independent (Exogenous), k = 1, ...K

Model:                                   (cross-section)

(time series)

 and  are parameters,  is a stochastic error.

iii XY  

ttt XY  
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The Classical Linear Regression Model 

(CLRM) Assumptions 

1) The regression model is linear in coefficients, 

correctly specified, and has an error term ()

2) Explanatory variable(s) X are uncorrelated with the 

error (disturbance) term

3) The average (mean, or expected value) of the 

disturbance term is zero

4) The variance of each error term is constant –

homoskedasticity or no heteroskedasticity

5) There is no serial correlation (no autocorrelation) 

between the error terms

6) Normality of residuals

7) No Multicollinearity among independent variables

25



The Assumptions of CLRM
Assumption Mathematical 

Expression

Violation may imply

Linearity of the model Yt = a + bXt + t Wrong regressors

Nonlinearity

Changing parameters

X is non-stochastic and 

fixed in repeated 

samples

Cov(Xs, t) = 0 Autoregression

Expected value of 

disturbance is zero

E(t) = 0 Biased intercept

Homoskedasticity Var(t) = 2 = constant Heteroskedasticity

Serial independence Cov(t, s) = 0 for all t  s Autocorrelation

Normality of disturbance Ut~N(, 2) Outliers

No linearity relationships T
t=1(iXit + jXjt) 0, i  j Mutlicolinearity
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• Repeated observations                                     

are likely to be correlated, so assumption of 

independence is violated

• What if we used standard regression methods 

anyway (ignore correlation)?

▫ Standard errors for  are incorrect 

▫ Hypothesis testing is incorrect

▫ Incorrect inferences (p-value, CI, etc)

▫ Inefficient estimates of β

Why special methods?
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• Distinguish “longitudinal” from “cross-sectional” 

effects

• Choose several targets of estimation

Challenges

• Repeated observations tend to be auto-

correlated

• Correlation must be modeled

What is special about LD / Panel data?

28



• Repeated observations on individuals

• Scientific questions     regression methods

• Response (Y) = f(predictors , Xs)

• Discrete/continuous responses and predictors

Types of Studies

• Panel time series studies

• Short panel studies 
▫ Sociology, Economics, Finance, Bioscience

• Prospective studies 
▫ Clinical Trials, Health, Medicine

Characteristics

29



Example 1 Individualized learning potential in stressful 

times 

• Societal events – such as natural disasters, 

political shifts, or economic downturns – are 

time-varying and impact the learning potential of 

students in unique ways -> stress
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Example 1 Individualized learning potential in stressful 

times 

• Using data from college students who 

completed a 75-day intensive longitudinal study 

of cognition, somatic symptoms, anxiety, and 

intellectual interests during the 2016 U.S. 

Presidential election – a period of heightened 

sociopolitical stress 

• Individuals learning-related processes vary 

across students and time

• Recommendations for future research, 

especially for intensive longitudinal studies of 

online education during COVID-19. 
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Example 2 Relationships among overseas travel, 

domestic travel, and day trips

• This study investigated whether latent tourists 

substitute overseas travel with other leisure 

activities, such as domestic travel or day trips.
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• Data from the National Survey of Tourism, 

collected between 2004 and 2016, were used. 

• 21 subgroups of tourists were identified based 

on birth cohort and household income level. 

• The Bayesian logit model was used. 

• The results: 1) domestic travel tends to be a 

complement to, rather than a substitute for, 

overseas travel, 2) day trips are substitutes for 

overseas travel for the younger generations, and 

3) day trips were complements to overseas 

travel for older generations
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Example 2 Relationships among overseas travel, 

domestic travel, and day trips



Example 3 COVID-19 Apps as a Digital Intervention 

Policy 

• This study investigates the South Koreans’ 

adoption and usage behaviors of COVID-19 

apps that detect the “place” where infectious 

people are found and alert people within 100m 

in dangerous zones. 
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• The authors analyzed mobile app usage data from 

5,940 panelists at the start of the pandemic in South 

Korea and after the first major wave (January 6 to 

August 2, 2020). 

• Higher-income and more educated individuals were 

more likely to adopt COVID-19 apps early, and male 

and low-income people tended to use the COVID-19 

tracking apps more frequently. 

• This study offered empirical evidence of health 

protective behaviors (driving, shopping online, 

ordering food online, and avoiding travel and public 

transportation, and supported social- and religious-

coping) for people using COVID-19 apps. 
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Example 3 COVID-19 Apps as a Digital Intervention 

Policy 



Example 4 The role of financial conditions for physical 

and mental health 

• Both theory and empirical evidence - financial 

conditions are influential for mental health and 

might contribute to physical health outcomes. 
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• Using longitudinal survey data and health 

insurance claims data from 1209 employees in a 

large U.S. health insurance company, the study 

examined the relationship between measures of 

financial safety, financial capability, financial 

distress, their summary index (financial security) 

and six subsequently measured mental and 

physical health outcomes. 

• Financial safety and financial capability were 

positively associated, while financial distress was 

negatively associated, with subsequent self-

reported measures of physical and mental health.
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Example 4 The role of financial conditions for physical 

and mental health 



Example 5 relationship of water intake with kidney 

function

• This study investigated cross-sectionally and 

longitudinally the relationship of the intake of water 

and other beverages with kidney function within an 

adult Italian population sample.
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• Data collection at baseline included 

demographics, anthropometry, questionnaires 

on habitual intakes of water and other 

beverages

• Water intake did not relate to kidney function 

change over time. Intake of non-water fluids did 

not independently relate to urinary indices nor to 

kidney function

39

Example 5 relationship of water intake with kidney 

function



Example 6 Smoking Cessation and Quality of Life

• This study takes advantage of longitudinal panel 

data to estimate the effect of the transition from 

“smoker” to “ex-smoker” status (smoking cessation) 

on health-related quality of life (HRQoL), measured 

by SF-36, in an Australian general population 

sample.
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• Panel data from 13 waves (2001-2013) of a 

nationally representative longitudinal survey of 

Household Income and Labour Dynamics of 

Australia (HILDA) were used; 1858 respondents 

(5% of total HILDA sample) who experienced 

only 1 cessation event in their HILDA life were 

selected

• The study revealed the varied effects of smoking 

cessation on HRQoL; it has positive effect on 

physical and general health but nonsignificant

effect on mental aspects

41
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What do these examples have in common?

• These are repeated observations on each 
experimental unit

• Units can be assumed independent of one 
another

• Multiple responses within each unit are likely to 
be correlated

• The objectives can be formulated as regression 
problems whose purpose is to describe the 
dependence of the response on explanatory 
variables

• The choice of the statistical model must depend 
on the type of the outcome variable –
continuous, binary, count data

42



Preview 

Different Methods of Estimation 

Pooled OLS

Random Effects Model

Fixed Effects Model
i. Within-groups 

ii. Least Squares Dummy Variable (LSDV)

Diagnostic Checks

43

Static Linear Panel Data Models



 It states that the explanatory variables (X) 

should not embody any information about the 

error term (). 

 If  and X were positively correlated, then the 

estimated coefficient would probably be higher 

than it would otherwise have been (biased up-

ward), because the OLS would mistakenly 

attribute the variation in Y caused by  to X

instead

2) Explanatory variable(s) X are uncorrelated with the 

error (disturbance) term,Cov(i , xi) = 0 

44

The Assumptions of CLRM



 For example: 

Earning =  +  Schooling + 

In regression of earning on schooling, the 

error term contains individuals inherent 

“ability”, which is unobservable, but affect 

earnings. 

However, “ability” is also correlated with 

schooling (which is the explanatory variable)

 and Schooling (X) are correlated

2) Explanatory variable(s) X are uncorrelated with the 

error (disturbance) term,Cov(i , xi) = 0 

45
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Static Linear LD / Panel Data Models
 Notations:

yit = 1 + xit + it , i=1,…,N; t = 1,…T

 For a variable, say x,                         , is called the 

overall mean 

 The overall variance of x is defined as

 Since panel data embody information on both cross 

sectional and time series variations, we can decompose 

a variable’s mean into these two components.

o the individual mean for unit i

o the time mean for period t
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Within and Between Variances

 Then the overall variance can be decomposed into 

a “within variance” and “between variance” 

components as

 Overall variance =      within                +         between

variance                        variance

      
    


N

i

T

i

i

N

i

T

i

N

i

T

i

iitit xx
NT

xx
NT

xx
NT 1 1

2

1 1 1 1

22 111
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Within and Between Variances

 Within the context of LD / panel data, we can have 

two kinds of variation:

1) Between variance 

The variability across the unit of observations 

(cross sectional variation).

2) Within time series units 

Captures how much of the overall variance is due 

to variability within individual units (time series

variation).

 If a variable does not change through time (across 

units), the within (between) variance will be 0.
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Example: Determinants of Financial Development in 

Asian Countries 

Empirical Model:

ln FDit =  + 1 ln INSit + 2 ln RGDPCit + 3 ln FDIit + it 

where
FD= financial development (% of GDP)
INS = institutions (Scaled 1 - 100) 
RGDPC= real GDP per capita (2005 constant US$)
FDI= inward Foreign direct investment (US$)

• Dataset: Asian 10 data.xls

▫ N: 10 countries over T: 17 years (1996 – 2012)

49



Dataset: Asian 10 data.xls

50

Country Code Year RGDPC INS FD FDI

China 1 1996 846.87 38.00 90.26 128069.00

China 1 1997 916.20 36.99 97.63 153995.00

China 1 1998 978.24 35.98 106.18 175156.00

China 1 1999 1043.51 36.59 111.48 186189.00

China 1 2000 1122.29 37.20 112.32 193348.00

China 1 2001 1206.64 35.25 111.26 203142.00

China 1 2002 1307.65 33.30 118.85 216503.00

China 1 2003 1429.49 36.40 127.15 228371.00

China 1 2004 1564.54 36.15 120.09 245467.00

China 1 2005 1731.13 35.35 113.28 272094.00

China 1 2006 1940.11 35.77 110.73 292559.00

China 1 2007 2204.07 36.50 107.49 327087.00

China 1 2008 2403.31 37.79 103.69 378083.00

China 1 2009 2611.40 36.79 127.19 473083.00

China 1 2010 2869.09 35.08 129.50 587817.00

China 1 2011 3120.93 35.92 127.09 711802.00

China 1 2012 3348.01 35.13 131.60 832882.00

Hong Kong 2 1996 21015.72 77.37 156.67 237992.30

Hong Kong 2 1997 21904.32 77.65 169.28 249360.44

Hong Kong 2 1998 20444.40 77.92 166.80 225078.23

Hong Kong 2 1999 20757.66 78.61 152.79 405265.99

Hong Kong 2 2000 22152.25 79.29 150.35 491923.29

Hong Kong 2 2001 22112.93 80.65 148.98 461581.38

Hong Kong 2 2002 22379.95 82.01 145.71 382232.62

Hong Kong 2 2003 23109.52 85.39 146.23 431560.61

Hong Kong 2 2004 24924.92 88.75 144.76 491665.02

Hong Kong 2 2005 26649.75 89.23 143.13 568710.61

Hong Kong 2 2006 28341.31 88.61 136.80 783064.63

Hong Kong 2 2007 29915.25 87.89 136.68 1226806.00

Hong Kong 2 2008 30369.59 88.30 140.29 873281.59

Hong Kong 2 2009 29559.05 87.19 155.43 994020.76

Hong Kong 2 2010 31336.08 86.89 185.53 1162625.25

Hong Kong 2 2011 32636.03 85.95 202.12 1184511.36

Hong Kong 2 2012 32741.76 87.82 198.07 1422375.07

An Example using Stata

First, create a new column, code or 

ID

Second, let the software Stata identify 

which variable is i, and which is t

. xtset code year
panel variable:  code (strongly balanced)

time variable:  year, 1996 to 2012

delta:  1 unit



List of country (using Stata) 

. tab country

Country |      Freq.     Percent        Cum.

------------+-----------------------------------

China |         17       10.00       10.00

Hong Kong |         17       10.00       20.00

Indonesia |         17       10.00       30.00

Japan |         17       10.00       40.00

Korea |         17       10.00       50.00

Malaysia |         17       10.00       60.00

Philippines |         17       10.00       70.00

Singapore |         17       10.00       80.00

Thailand |         17       10.00       90.00

Vietnam |         17       10.00      100.00

------------+-----------------------------------

Total |        170      100.00
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• Descriptive statistics (using Stata) 

. xtsum lfd lins lrgdpc lfdi

Variable         |      Mean   Std. Dev.       Min        Max |    Observations

-----------------+--------------------------------------------+----------------

lfd overall |  4.483581   .6633935    2.92692   5.428259 |     N =     170

between |             .6339046   3.369432    5.25816 |     n =      10

within  |             .2762236   3.433328   5.334476 |     T =      17

|                                            |

lins overall |  3.985642   .3996766   3.049427   4.505527 |     N =     170

between |             .4091821   3.382909   4.464227 |     n =      10

within  |              .090348   3.652161   4.245211 |     T =      17

|                                            |

lrgdpc overall |  8.505417   1.461273   5.975189   10.52367 |     N =     170

between |             1.519998 6.406903   10.46566 |     n =      10

within  |             .2089482   7.846135   9.220709 |     T =      17

|                                            |

lfdi overall |  11.28412   1.263696   8.870247   14.16784 |     N =     170

between |             1.130506 9.642214   13.26921 |     n =      10

within  |             .6632357   9.524323   12.88804 |     T =      17

52

Between variation > Within variation 

Cross sectional variation > Time Series variation



Some Basic Issues in Applied LD / Panel Data 

Analysis

 In most LD / panel data sets, a basic issue is how to 

model the error term  in the regression model

yit = 0 + 1xit + it , i=1,…,N; t = 1,…T    (1)

it is a random error term: E(it)  N(0,2)

 How to estimate Equation (1)?

There are three competing formulations:

1. Pooled Model

2. Random Effect Model

3. Fixed Effect Model
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(1) Pooled Model

 Ignore the panel nature of the data, and treat  as 

identically and independently distributed (i.i.d) 

disturbances that are uncorrelated with x, or 

Cor(i , xi) = 0.

 In this case, the data can be pooled and OLS can 

be used to estimate the model (i.e. no additional 

technique is required)

 We will call this the Pooled Model, and denote the 

estimator of the slope by ols. 

 Note that the Pooled Model uses all variation in the 

data.
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Pooled Model: Pooled regression by OLS
Y

x

Pooled Regression

yit = 0 + 1xit + it
















 









 
















 

The intercept (0) and 

slope coefficients (1) are 

similar (same) across 

units and time
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(1) Pooled Model.... 

 The Pooled Model essentially postulates that 

both the intercept and the slope are the same 

across units and time. 
▫ However, these assumptions might be restrictive

 Pooled regression may result in heterogeneity 

bias
▫ there are often reasons why the intercept or the 

slope (the effect of X on Y) may be different

across units and time.
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Unobserved Heterogeneity

 Panel data suggests that individuals, firms, states or 

countries are heterogeneous (specific effect)

 For example: 

▫ in a panel of individuals it might contain different 

ability / skill

▫ in a panel of firms it might capture unobservable 

factors or heterogeneity such as managerial 

quality 

▫ in a panel of countries it can be thought of as 

initial endowment
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Allowing for Different Intercepts

 The second and third approaches (Random 

effect model and Fixed effect model) assume 

that each units (e.g. individuals, firms, 

countries) have their own intercepts, while 

restricting the slope to be homogenous

 To accommodate such heterogeneity,  is 

decomposed into two independent 

components or composite error term: 

it = i + uit
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Allowing for Different Intercepts…

 It is assumed that uit is i.i.d with mean zero 

and variance, 

 i is called individual-specific effect 

(unobserved heterogeneity), and it is time 

invariant [hence it is not necessary to use the 

time (t) index]. 

2
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Develop a Model that Reflects the Structure of 

the LD / Panel data

itkitkititit xxxy   ....22110

itiit u 
the remainder error 

term (regular error 

term)

),0(~ 2

uit Nu 

Constant across individuals

Composite 

error term
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Treatment of individual effects, i

• Two options:

▫ Random Effects 

 assume i are drawn independently from 

some probability distribution

▫ Fixed Effects

 assume i are constants (fixed)
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(2) Random Effect (RE) Model
 If i is assumed to be a random variable with mean 

zero and variance and more crucially uncorrelated 

with the regressor, i.e., Cor (i, xit) = 0, then the 

model is called RANDOM EFFECT MODEL

 The individual effect is characterized as random

 Original Equation

yit = 0 + 1x1it + 2x2it + … + kxkit + it

Remember: it = i +uit

yit = 0 + 1x1it + 2x2it + … + kxkit + i +uit

i now part of error term
This approach might be appropriate if observations are 

representative of a sample rather than the whole population. 
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(2) Random Effect (RE) Model…
 Because of this autocorrelation OLS will be inefficient, 

and more seriously the OLS standard errors will be 

invalid. What is required is of course generalized least 

square (GLS).

 The GLS estimator (also called the random effect 

estimator) involves estimating the following 

transformed model by OLS

where

 Call the resulting estimator re.

;

)()( iittit xxyy  Constant  

22

2

1

u

u

T 
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(2) Random Effect (RE) Model…

 Notice that the RE estimator uses a weighted average 

of the within and between variations in the data.

 If all the individuals had the same intercept, 2
 = 0, 

then  = 0, the RE estimator becomes OLS on all the 

raw data

Note: If 2
 = 0, then no heterogeneity (no specific effect), back 

to Pooled OLS

;

22

2

1

u

u
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(3) Fixed Effect (FE) Model 

 The third estimation strategy is called upon when 

the individual specific effects are assumed to be 

individual specific intercepts, or more crucially when 

Cor(i, xit) ≠ 0. 

 This is called the FIXED EFFECT model.

 Treat i as a constant for each individual

itkitkititiit uxxxy   ....)( 22110

 now part of constant – but varies by individual
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And the slope that will be estimated is KK 

rather than AA
Y

x
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Fixed Effects Model: 

The slope for KK is the 

same for each 

individual. Only the 

intercept varies

A

A (Pooled OLS)

K

K
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Bias from Ignoring Fixed Effects
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4 ASEAN countries – Singapore, 

Cambodia, Malaysia, Thailand

Singapore Model: Y = 20 + 0.5X

• If X = 100, Y = 20 + (50)

= 70

Cambodia Model: Y = 5 + 0.5X

• If X =100, Y = 5 + (50)

= 55
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Fixed Effects Model – Different intercepts but 

same slope
Y

x
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(3) Fixed Effect (FE) Model… 

 When the covariance between the individual specific 

effect () and any regressor (X) is not zero, neither 

OLS nor GLS provide consistent estimators.

 Two versions of the fixed effects:

i. Within-groups fixed effects
▫ Model is manipulated in such a way that the unobserved 

effect i (the source of the problem) is eliminated, and 

then running OLS on the resulting model

▫ Stata command: xtreg Y X1 X2, fe

ii. Least squares dummy variable (LSDV) fixed effect
▫ The specific effect is included in the model   

▫ Stata command: regress (with dummy variable)
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i. Within-groups Fixed Effects (FE)

 This is easily achieved by subtracting the individual mean 

from each observation. That is run OLS on the 

transformed model.

 The above transformation is called the within (or time 

series) transformation, because the model uses the 

within variation in the data only. 

 Call the resulting fixed effect estimator fe

 Since the fixed effect estimator relies on the within

variations, the effects of variables that do not change 

through time cannot be identified

The intercept (0) and individual effects (i) are eliminated by this 

transformation 

itkikitkiitiiiit uxxxxyy  )(....)( 11100 
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ii. Least squares dummy variable (LSDV)  

Fixed Effects (FE)

 The unobserved effect (i) is brought explicitly into the 

model 

 Let say a set of dummy variables Di, where Di is equal to 

1 in the case of an observation relating to individual i and 

0 otherwise, the model can be written:

 The unobserved effect is now being treated as the 

coefficient of the individual-specific dummy variable, the 

iDi term representing a fixed effect on the dependent 

variable y for individual i. 

 The above model can be estimated using OLS. 

it

k

j

n

i
iiijjit uDxy  

 2 1
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Student Year Y X1 X2 D1 D2 D3 D4

1 2000 : : : 1 0 0 0

1 2001 : : : 1 0 0 0

1 2002 : : : 1 0 0 0

2 2000 : : : 0 1 0 0

2 2001 : : : 0 1 0 0

2 2002 : : : 0 1 0 0

3 2000 : : : 0 0 1 0

3 2001 : : : 0 0 1 0

3 2002 : : : 0 0 1 0

4 2000 : : : 0 0 0 1

4 2001 : : : 0 0 0 1

4 2002 : : : 0 0 0 1

ii. Least squares dummy variable (LSDV)  

Fixed Effects (FE)

• However, if there are a large number of individuals (N), using 

the LSDV method directly is not a practical proposition, 

given the need for a large number of dummy variables  

(maximum dummy variables to be included is N -1) 
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Fixed Effect (FE) Model (Two major drawbacks) 

 Since the fixed effect estimator relies on the within

(or time series) variations, the effects of variables 

that do not change through time cannot be 

identified.
▫ Time invariant variables are unable to estimate

 An alternative way of obtaining the fixed effect 

estimator of is to estimate the original 

(untransformed) model with a distinct intercept for 

each unit (LSDV), but this can be cumbersome if N 

is very large).
▫ Include dummy variables tend to lose degree of freedom  
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 There are two basic tests that can help us make the 

right decision.

 The first of these tests is the Breuch-Pagan test, 

and it is used to discriminate between the Pooled 

Model and the Random Effect model.

 Recall that it is the presence of the individual-

specific term  that distinguishes the Random 

Effects model from the Pooled one. It is easy to see 

that if 2
 = 0, then OLS would be Best Linear 

Unbiased Estimator (BLUE) as there would be no 

autocorrelation. Otherwise the Random Effects 

model is most appropriate.

Which estimator should be used? RE or FE?
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Pooled OLS and RE

 The Breusch-Pagan, Lagrangian Multiplier (LM) Test 

H0: 
2
= 0 (Pooled OLS)

HA: 2
> 0 (Random effects)

This LM test is easy to compute as it only requires 

the OLS residuals    . It is given as:

 LM is distributed as chi-squared with one degree of 

freedom under the null hypothesis.

2
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Example: Pooled OLS or RE

 Suppose we are interested in estimating the 

following model based on our panel of countries

ln FDit =  + 1 ln INSit + 2 ln RGDPCit + 3 ln FDIit + it 

 The variables are defined as before, and we wish to 

test whether RE (GLS) is necessary or simple OLS 

(Pooled OLS) will do
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Example: Pooled OLS or RE (Using Stata)
. xtreg lfd lrgdpc lins lfdi, re

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       170

Group variable: code                            Number of groups   =        10

R-sq:  within  = 0.1743                         Obs per group: min =        17

between = 0.5904                                        avg =      17.0

overall = 0.5148                                        max =        17

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(3)       =     42.85

corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

lfd |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

lrgdpc |   .3001345   .0925208     3.24   0.001     .1187972    .4814719

lins |   .3380844   .2032213     1.66   0.096    -.0602219    .7363908

lfdi |   .0511819   .0380584     1.34   0.179    -.0234111    .1257749

_cons |   .0057854   .8241524     0.01   0.994    -1.609524    1.621094

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

sigma_u |  .42025734

sigma_e |  .25797259

rho |  .72631933   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test

. xttest0

Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test for random effects

lfd[code,t] = Xb + u[code] + e[code,t]

Estimated results:

|       Var     sd = sqrt(Var)

---------+-----------------------------

lfd |    .440091       .6633935

e |   .0665499       .2579726

u |   .1766162       .4202573

Test:   Var(u) = 0

chi2(1) =   469.12

Prob > chi2 =     0.0000

The p-value < 0.05, leading us to conclude that the random effect model is more 

appropriate than OLS (pooled model). In other words there are country-specific 

effects (heterogeneity, ) in the data.

The next question will be how to treat the country-specific effects (). 
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 Random or Fixed Effects? 

 The second test that is commonly used in applied 

panel data analysis seeks to determine which is more 

appropriate: Random or fixed effects?

 This translates into

H0: Cov (i, xit) = 0 (no correlation between i and xit)  RE

HA: Cov(i, xit)  0 (correlation between i and xit)  FE

Rejection of the null favours the fixed effect model.

80

How to treat the country-specific effects? 



 Since we have two estimators, one efficient under the null, 

but biased under the alternative; and another unbiased under 

both, we can use the Hausman specification test.

 Denoting the variance-covariance matrix of fe and re by Vfe

and Vre, respectively, and letting k be the dimension of , the 

Hausman statistic

 Haus statistic will have an asymptotic chi-squared distribution 

with k degrees of freedom under the null hypothesis of 

regressor-effect independence (RE is appropriate).

 A large value of Haus is evidence against this (p-value < 

0.05), indicating that the fixed effect estimator should be 

used.

     refereferefe VV  ˆˆˆˆ 1'




Random or Fixed Effects? 
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. xtreg lfd lrgdpc lins lfdi, fe

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =       170

Group variable: code                            Number of groups   =        10

R-sq:  within  = 0.1897                         Obs per group: min =        17

between = 0.5536                                        avg =      17.0

overall = 0.4804                                        max =        17

F(3,157)           =     12.25

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.8095                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

lfd |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

lrgdpc |   .5804713   .1503694     3.86   0.000     .2834632    .8774794

lins |   .5043667    .222531     2.27   0.025     .0648258    .9439076

lfdi |  -.0198562   .0476584    -0.42   0.678    -.1139906    .0742782

_cons |  -2.239735   1.326785    -1.69   0.093    -4.860386    .3809163

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

sigma_u |   .7311766

sigma_e |  .25797259

rho |  .88929927   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

F test that all u_i=0:     F(9, 157) =    35.40              Prob > F = 0.0000

Random or Fixed Effects? 
(This command is within-group

FE estimation)
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R2 = 18.97% (FE within group)

R2 = 55.36% (cross-sectional)

R2 = 48.04% (pooled OLS)

F-stat – a test that the coefficients on the X variables are all 0



. est store fixed

. xtreg lfd lrgdpc lins lfdi, re

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       170

Group variable: code                            Number of groups   =        10

R-sq:  within  = 0.1743                         Obs per group: min =        17

between = 0.5904                                        avg =      17.0

overall = 0.5148                                        max =        17

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(3)       =     42.85

corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

lfd |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

lrgdpc |   .3001345   .0925208     3.24   0.001     .1187972    .4814719

lins |   .3380844   .2032213     1.66   0.096    -.0602219    .7363908

lfdi |   .0511819   .0380584     1.34   0.179    -.0234111    .1257749

_cons |   .0057854   .8241524     0.01   0.994    -1.609524    1.621094

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

sigma_u |  .42025734

sigma_e |  .25797259

rho |  .72631933   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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. hausman fixed

---- Coefficients ----

|      (b)          (B)            (b-B)     sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))

|     fixed          .          Difference          S.E.

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

lrgdpc |    .5804713     .3001345        .2803368        .1185364

lins |    .5043667     .3380844        .1662823        .0906707

lfdi |   -.0198562     .0511819       -.0710381         .028686

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg

B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg

Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic

chi2(3) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)

=       17.46

Prob>chi2 =      0.0006

The p-value is < 5%, reject the null hypothesis: H0: Cov (i, xit) = 0 

This indicates that the random effects model is not appropriate

and that the fixed effects specification is to be preferred. 
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• This also makes economic sense. 

• If we interpret the country specific effects (i) as reflecting 
▫ initial technological 

▫ resource endowments 

▫ human development and so on that differ across countries

• It can be argued that these are likely to be correlated with 

the real income (lrgdpc), FDI and the level of institutions 

(lins) in the country.

• The FE model also implies that each country has different 

intercept (they can not share the common intercept). 
• The F-stat reject the H0: Common Intercept (see next slide)

Fixed Effects Model is more appropriate based on 

the example… 

ln FDit =  + 1 ln INSit + 2 ln RGDPCit + 3 ln FDIit + i + it 

it
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. xtreg lfd lrgdpc lins lfdi, fe

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =       170

Group variable: code                            Number of groups   =        10

R-sq:  within  = 0.1897                         Obs per group: min =        17

between = 0.5536                                        avg =      17.0

overall = 0.4804                                        max =        17

F(3,157)           =     12.25

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.8095                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

lfd |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

lrgdpc |   .5804713   .1503694     3.86   0.000     .2834632    .8774794

lins |   .5043667    .222531     2.27   0.025     .0648258    .9439076

lfdi |  -.0198562   .0476584    -0.42   0.678    -.1139906    .0742782

_cons |  -2.239735   1.326785    -1.69   0.093    -4.860386    .3809163

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

sigma_u |   .7311766

sigma_e |  .25797259

rho |  .88929927   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

F test that all u_i=0:     F(9, 157) =    35.40              Prob > F = 0.0000

FE Model is more appropriate

H0: Common Intercept

HA: Different Intercept

The p-value < 0.05, reject H0

Each country has different 

intercept (indicate fixed effect)
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Shows each country intercept

Stata Command xi: regress Y X i.code (Short-cut Command)

LSDV – Another FE Model Estimation 

. xi: regress lfd lrgdpc lins lfdi i.code
i.code            _Icode_1-10         (naturally coded; _Icode_1 omitted)

Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     170

-------------+------------------------------ F( 12,   157) =   80.05

Model |  63.9270465    12  5.32725388           Prob > F      =  0.0000

Residual |  10.4483277   157  .066549858           R-squared     =  0.8595

-------------+------------------------------ Adj R-squared =  0.8488

Total |  74.3753742   169  .440090972           Root MSE      =  .25797

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

lfd |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

lrgdpc |   .5804713   .1503694     3.86   0.000     .2834632    .8774794

lins |   .5043667    .222531     2.27   0.025     .0648258    .9439076

lfdi |  -.0198562   .0476584    -0.42   0.678    -.1139906    .0742782

_Icode_2 |  -1.688276    .457577    -3.69   0.000    -2.592077   -.7844744

_Icode_3 |  -1.162159   .1163148    -9.99   0.000    -1.391903    -.932415

_Icode_4 |  -1.703402   .5676667    -3.00   0.003    -2.824652   -.5821534

_Icode_5 |  -1.742081   .4564517    -3.82   0.000    -2.643659   -.8405022

_Icode_6 |  -.9299607   .2986868    -3.11   0.002    -1.519924   -.3399978

_Icode_7 |  -1.126768   .1444713    -7.80   0.000    -1.412127   -.8414101

_Icode_8 |  -2.198801   .5020856    -4.38   0.000    -3.190515   -1.207087

_Icode_9 |  -.4354066   .1918365    -2.27   0.025      -.81432   -.0564931

_Icode_10 |  -.2054068   .1297699    -1.58   0.115    -.4617269    .0509134

_cons |  -1.120509   1.123154    -1.00   0.320     -3.33895    1.097933

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Exactly the 

same result  

with within-

group FE 

(page 71)

but now 

with each 

country 

intercept 
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Similar result will be obtained - generate country dummies and 

include country dummies in the model specification (Manual 

Command)

. tabulate code, generate (ndum)

Code |      Freq.     Percent        Cum.

------------+-----------------------------------

1 |         17       10.00       10.00

2 |         17       10.00       20.00

3 |         17       10.00       30.00

4 |         17       10.00       40.00

5 |         17       10.00       50.00

6 |         17       10.00       60.00

7 |         17       10.00       70.00

8 |         17       10.00       80.00

9 |         17       10.00       90.00

10 |         17       10.00      100.00

------------+-----------------------------------

Total |        170      100.00
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Generate country dummies command:

LSDV - Another FE Model Estimation 



. regress lfd lrgdpc lins lfdi ndum2 ndum3 ndum4 ndum5 ndum6 ndum7 

ndum8 ndum9 ndum10

Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     170

-------------+------------------------------ F( 12,   157) =   80.05

Model |  63.9270465    12  5.32725388           Prob > F      =  0.0000

Residual |  10.4483277   157  .066549858           R-squared     =  0.8595

-------------+------------------------------ Adj R-squared =  0.8488

Total |  74.3753742   169  .440090972           Root MSE      =  .25797

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

lfd |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

lrgdpc |   .5804713   .1503694     3.86   0.000     .2834632    .8774794

lins |   .5043667    .222531     2.27   0.025     .0648258    .9439076

lfdi |  -.0198562   .0476584    -0.42   0.678    -.1139906    .0742782

ndum2 |  -1.688276    .457577    -3.69   0.000    -2.592077   -.7844744

ndum3 |  -1.162159   .1163148    -9.99   0.000    -1.391903    -.932415

ndum4 |  -1.703402   .5676667    -3.00   0.003    -2.824652   -.5821534

ndum5 |  -1.742081   .4564517    -3.82   0.000    -2.643659   -.8405022

ndum6 |  -.9299607   .2986868    -3.11   0.002    -1.519924   -.3399978

ndum7 |  -1.126768   .1444713    -7.80   0.000    -1.412127   -.8414101

ndum8 |  -2.198801   .5020856    -4.38   0.000    -3.190515   -1.207087

ndum9 |  -.4354066   .1918365    -2.27   0.025      -.81432   -.0564931

ndum10 |  -.2054068   .1297699    -1.58   0.115    -.4617269    .0509134

_cons |  -1.120509   1.123154    -1.00   0.320     -3.33895    1.097933

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LSDV FE Model 9 country dummies are included  (to avoid 

dummy trap). This result is similar with page 73 
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. test ndum2 ndum3 ndum4 ndum5 ndum6 ndum7 ndum8 ndum9 ndum10

( 1)  ndum2 = 0

( 2)  ndum3 = 0

( 3)  ndum4 = 0

( 4)  ndum5 = 0

( 5)  ndum6 = 0

( 6)  ndum7 = 0

( 7)  ndum8 = 0

( 8)  ndum9 = 0

( 9)  ndum10 = 0

F(  9,   157) =   35.40

Prob > F =    0.0000

LSDV FE Model
To test whether all countries can share the same intercept  (or 

can we impose common intercept for all countries?)
Perform F-stat (joint test for all country dummies)

H0: Common Intercept

HA: Different Intercept

The p-value < 0.05, reject H0

Each country has different 

intercept (have fixed effects)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

F test that all u_i=0:     F(9, 157) =    35.40              Prob > F = 0.0000

The F-stat is similar with 

within-group FE result 

(slide page 80)
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If there are too 

many dummies, 
use “testparm” 

command (Lab 

session)



Diagnostic Checks

• After obtaining an appropriate model (in this example is 

FE), then perform various diagnostic checks

(a) Multicollinearity

- Detection: variance inflation factor (vif)

(b) Heteroskedasticity

- Detection: Modified Wald statistic for groupwise 

heteroskedasticity

(c) Serial Correlation (Autocorrelation) 

- Detection: Wooldridge (2002) serial correlation test 

(d) Outliers

- Detection: Cook’s distance test (Lab Session)
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Diagnostic Checks

• (a) Multicollinearity

92

. regress lfd lrgdpc lins lfdi

Source |       SS       df MS              Number of obs =     170

-------------+------------------------------ F(  3,   166) =   74.68

Model |  42.7222872     3  14.2407624           Prob > F      =  0.0000

Residual |   31.653087   166  .190681247           R-squared     =  0.5744

-------------+------------------------------ Adj R-squared =  0.5667

Total |  74.3753742   169  .440090972           Root MSE      =  .43667

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

lfd |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

lrgdpc |  -.0280911   .0665201    -0.42   0.673    -.1594256    .1032435

lins |   .9882674   .2226742     4.44   0.000     .5486288    1.427906

lfdi |   .1823524   .0336401     5.42   0.000     .1159348      .24877

_cons |   -1.27406   .5580983    -2.28   0.024    -2.375945   -.1721739

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
. vif

Variable |       VIF       1/VIF  

-------------+----------------------

lrgdpc |      8.37    0.119413

lins |      7.02    0.142451

lfdi |      1.60    0.624341

-------------+----------------------

Mean VIF |      5.67

.

If vif is greater than 10, then there is a 

problem of multicollinearity.

In this case, vif is < 10, so no 

multicollinearity (consistent with the 

advantage of using panel data – less 

collinearity) 



Diagnostic Checks

• (b) Heteroskedasticity

A test for heteroskedasticity is available for the fixed effect 
model using the command xttest3
. Xttest3

Modified Wald test for groupwise heteroskedasticity

in fixed effect regression model

H0: sigma(i)^2 = sigma^2 for all i

chi2 (10)  =     641.79

Prob>chi2 =      0.0000

The null is homoskedasticity (or constant variance). 

Above we reject the null (since p-value < 0.05) and conclude 

there is a heteroskedasticity (variances are not constant) 

problem. [Note: use the option “robust” to rectify / overcome for 

heteroskedasticity (in both fixed and random effects)]

Presence of 

heteroskedasticity
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Diagnostic Checks

• (c) Serial correlation 

▫ Apply to macro panels with long time series. Not a 

problem in micro panels (with very few years)

▫ A Lagrange-Multiplier test for serial correlation is 
available using the command xtserial

. xtserial lfd lrgdpc lins lfdi

Wooldridge test for autocorrelation in panel data

H0: no first-order autocorrelation

F(  1,       9) =    266.285

Prob > F =      0.0000

The null is no serial correlation. Above we reject the null and 

conclude the data does have first-order autocorrelation. 
[Note: Use the autocorrelated with AR(1) (xtregar) or panel corrected 

standard error (xtpcse) to rectify the serial correlation problem]

Serial Correlation 
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Rectifying using Robust Standard Error Estimations

95

Source: Daniel, Hoechle. (2014) “Robust Standard Errors for Panel Regressions with Cross-Sectional Dependence”, Stata Journal, Page 4.

http://fmwww.bc.edu/repec/bocode/x/xtscc_paper.pdf

Our diagnostic checks indicate 

heteroskedasticity and serial 

correlation problems 



 OLS with Heteroscedasticity and Serial Correlation Robust Standard Error

. reg lfd lrgdpc lins lfdi  ndum1 ndum2 ndum3 ndum4 ndum5 ndum6 ndum7 ndum8 

ndum9, cluster (code)

Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     170

F(  2,     9) =       .

Prob > F      =       .

R-squared     =  0.8595

Root MSE      =  .25797

(Std. Err. adjusted for 10 clusters in code)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

|               Robust

lfd |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

lrgdpc |   .5804713   .5149604     1.13   0.289    -.5844501    1.745393

lins |   .5043667   .4317009     1.17   0.273    -.4722086    1.480942

lfdi |  -.0198562   .0857304    -0.23   0.822    -.2137919    .1740796

ndum1 |   .2054068   .3983817     0.52   0.619    -.6957952    1.106609

ndum2 |  -1.482869   1.830192    -0.81   0.439    -5.623051    2.657314

ndum3 |   -.956752   .3559261    -2.69   0.025    -1.761913   -.1515913

ndum4 |  -1.497996   2.093435    -0.72   0.492    -6.233674    3.237682

ndum5 |  -1.536674    1.70846    -0.90   0.392     -5.40148    2.328132

ndum6 |  -.7245539   1.132319    -0.64   0.538    -3.286037    1.836929

ndum7 |  -.9213616   .3907418    -2.36   0.043    -1.805281   -.0374421

ndum8 |  -1.993394   1.916071    -1.04   0.325    -6.327848    2.341059

ndum9 |  -.2299998   .7426447    -0.31   0.764    -1.909979    1.449979

_cons |  -1.325915   3.288071    -0.40   0.696    -8.764049    6.112218

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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To rectify both heteroskedasticity and serial correlation 

problems (in our example): 



 OLS with Heteroscedasticity and Serial Correlation Robust Standard Error

. xtreg lfd lrgdpc lins lfdi, fe cluster (code)

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs =       170

Group variable: code                            Number of groups   =        10

R-sq:  within  = 0.1897                         Obs per group: min =        17

between = 0.5536                                        avg =      17.0

overall = 0.4804                                        max =        17

F(3,9)             =      1.10

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.8095                        Prob > F           =    0.3987

(Std. Err. adjusted for 10 clusters in code)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

|               Robust

lfd |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

lrgdpc |   .5804713   .5008061     1.16   0.276    -.5524308    1.713373

lins |   .5043667   .4198351     1.20   0.260    -.4453663      1.4541

lfdi |  -.0198562    .083374    -0.24   0.817    -.2084614     .168749

_cons |  -2.239735    4.18272    -0.54   0.605     -11.7017    7.222235

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

sigma_u |   .7311766

sigma_e |  .25797259

rho |  .88929927   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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To rectify both heteroskedasticity and serial correlation 

problems (in our example)
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1. Figures in the parentheses are t-statistics, except for Breusch-Pagan LM test, Hausman test,

Heteroskedasticity and Serial Correlation tests, which are p-values.

2. ** and *** indicate the respective 5% and 1% significance levels.



If the diagnostic checks only indicate heteroskedasticity

problem: regress with robust standard error

. xtreg lfd lrgdpc lins lfdi, fe robust

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =       170

Group variable: code                            Number of groups   =        10

R-sq:  within  = 0.1897                         Obs per group: min =        17

between = 0.5536                                        avg =      17.0

overall = 0.4804                                        max =        17

F(3,157)           =      6.86

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.8095                        Prob > F           =    0.0002

(Std. Err. adjusted for clustering on code)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

|               Robust

lfd |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

lrgdpc |   .5804713   .1652519     3.51   0.001     .2540675    .9068751

lins |   .5043667    .297928     1.69   0.092    -.0840974    1.092831

lfdi |  -.0198562   .0395808    -0.50   0.617    -.0980357    .0583234

_cons |  -2.239735   1.831484    -1.22   0.223    -5.857262    1.377792

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

sigma_u |   .7311766

sigma_e |  .25797259

rho |  .88929927   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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If the diagnostic checks only indicate serial correlation 

problem: regress using (i) Autocorrelated with AR(1)
. xtregar lfd lrgdpc lins lfdi, fe

FE (within) regression with AR(1) disturbances  Number of obs =       160

Group variable: code                            Number of groups   =        10

R-sq:  within  = 0.0300                         Obs per group: min =        16

between = 0.4914                                        avg =      16.0

overall = 0.4226                                        max =        16

F(3,147)           =      1.52

corr(u_i, Xb)  = 0.4469                         Prob > F           =    0.2127

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

lfd |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

lrgdpc |   .1983066   .2174869     0.91   0.363    -.2314982    .6281113

lins |  -.3173478   .1674276    -1.90   0.060    -.6482237    .0135282

lfdi |   .0336502   .0431847     0.78   0.437    -.0516929    .1189933

_cons |   3.716865   .1815224    20.48   0.000     3.358135    4.075596

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

rho_ar |  .90262172

sigma_u |  .51752702

sigma_e |   .1076283

rho_fov |  .95854294   (fraction of variance because of u_i)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

F test that all u_i=0:     F(9,147) =     5.30               Prob > F = 0.0000
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If the final model is FE



If the diagnostic checks only indicate serial correlation 

problem: regress using (ii) panel corrected standard error

(xtpcse)
. xtpcse lfd lrgdpc lins lfdi, correlation (ar1)

(note: estimates of rho outside [-1,1] bounded to be in the range [-1,1])

Prais-Winsten regression, correlated panels corrected standard errors (PCSEs)

Group variable:   code                          Number of obs =       170

Time variable:    year                          Number of groups   =        10

Panels:           correlated (balanced)         Obs per group: min =        17

Autocorrelation:  common AR(1)                                 avg =        17

max =        17

Estimated covariances =        55          R-squared          =    0.8708

Estimated autocorrelations =         1          Wald chi2(3)       =     59.01

Estimated coefficients     =         4          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

|           Panel-corrected

lfd |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

lrgdpc |   .3366847   .0698404     4.82   0.000        .1998    .4735694

lins |  -.2289813   .2201351    -1.04   0.298    -.6604383    .2024756

lfdi |    .047209   .0461653     1.02   0.306    -.0432733    .1376913

_cons |   2.030366   .7517767     2.70   0.007     .5569104    3.503821

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

rho |   .9264655
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Outlier (an observation with large residual)

Cook’s distance test

• Measure how much an observation influences 

the overall model or predicted values

• It is a summary measure of leverage and high 

residuals

▫ Leverage is a measure of how far an 

independent variable deviates from its mean

• High influence if D > 4/N (N is the sample size)

• In stata after running the regression type: predict 

D, cooksd
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Influence
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Stata – Longitudinal / Panel data Estimations
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Learning Outcomes 

After joining the webinar, scholars will: 

1. understand the details about 
longitudinal data (LD) analysis

2. compare this type of analysis with 
other quantitative analysis before 
applying it in research
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The LD / Panel data analysis workshop is available at

School of Business and Economics, UPM through

Executive Development and Industry Linkages (EDIL)
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